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Abstract - The paper gives a synthetic description of the lithography processes used to define
geometric configurations in the technology of structures with thin films for MEMS applications.
There are presented, also, performances of these technological procedures, some results of the
work’ authors and progress trends in this field.
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1. Introduction
Technology of thin film structures involves the
alternation of stages for fabricating films on
substrate, with controlled properties (films grown or
deposited on the substrate surface as well as
surface/embedded structures, obtained by selective
doping of the substrate) with processes of defining
the geometric configurations of interest in the
respective films. Defining the configuration for a
certain layout of a thin films structure is designated
generically by the term of micro/nanolithography.
This can be made through a set of specific techniques
that consist of creating on the substrate surface of a
two-dimensional (2D) micro/nanometric structure
of uncovered or protected areas with a film from a
material called RESIST, which is able of selectively
masking (protecting) the underlying area during of
some subtractive processes (chemical or physical
erosion, wet or dry) or additive processes (physical
or chemical vapor deposition - PVD, CVD) or
electrochemical deposition, ion implantation, a.s.o.),
Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Methods of modifying the substrate through
the resist mask: a- oxidation; b - wet chemical erosion;
c - dry chemical erosion; d - galvanic deposition or
other type ("lift-off" process)
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Due to the increasing tendency to realize the
shape of the structure directly, the methods of
processing by removing the material are used less
and less.

2. Configuring the Resist Film
This is made by selective exposure to the selective
action of a radiation, followed by the selective
dissolution of exposed (positive process) or
unexposed (negative process) areas in a developing
solution. Although all stages of the lithographic
process are equally important for the successful
transfer of configurations, the critical operation is
exposure.
This is carried out with the help of special
alignment - exposure equipment, having a double
role: 1 - aligning the work mask with the substrate, so
that the configurations to be transferred to the resist
film overlap within controllable tolerances with those
already existing on substrate; 2 - providing the
necessary radiation for resist exposure. The main
existing micro- and nanolithography exposure
techniques are shown in Fig. 2. Depending on the
nature of the radiation used, the alignment - exposure
systems can be optical (with ultraviolet light), with an
electron beam, with X-rays or with an ion beam. The
resists used are, thus, photoresists, electron-resists,
X-ray resists and ion-resists.
The bulk micromachining technique specific to
the micromechanical structures technology has
allowed silicon structuring on three-dimensions
(3D), being obtained micromechanical components
of sensors and actuators directly in the silicon wafer
(the substrate), with high aspect-ratio. The silicon
wafer is pre-processed by optical lithography and
the exposed resist is removed. Using anisotropic
etching solutions, with resist selectivity, deep
channels or other structures can be made in the
substrate, Fig. 3.
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Figure 2: Versions of exposure

Figure 3: Micromechanical structures, bulkmicromachined in the silicon wafer

2.1.

Photolithography

Photoresists are sensitive to exposure to light in
the near violet-ultraviolet range (400…450 nm),
medium ultraviolet (300…400 nm) and deep
ultraviolet (<300 nm). The positive photoresists
currently have the largest range of applications,
especially in the manufacture of microcomponents,
due to the much better resolution and the absence of
the swelling phenomenon during development,
compared to the negative ones. There are such widespectrum resists, as well as optimized resists for
sensitivity on the main emission lines of highpressure Hg vapor lamps - standard sources for
optical exposure installations - respectively the G
(436 nm), H (400 nm) and I (365 nm) lines. There
are, also, positive photoresists optimized for the deep
ultraviolet range, for which deuterium or Xe-Hg
lamps (250-290 nm) or excimer lasers are used as
sources: with F2 (λ=1570 Å); with ArF (λ=1930 Å);
with XeCl (λ=3080 Å). Excimer lasers are much more
powerful, which reduce the exposure times. In
addition, with their help, certain resists (such as
some organic polymers or nitrocellulose) can be

decomposed and developed simultaneously, through
a process called ablative photodecomposition or
photochemical ablation.
There are two categories of optical exposure
systems: shadowing systems (direct contact or
proximity) and projection systems (1:1 or 10:1, 5:1).
The resolution of shadowing systems is limited by
light diffraction on mask configurations. According to
the Fresnel diffraction theory at near distances, the
resolution can be improved by reducing the
wavelength of the radiation used. In the case of
exposure in proximity, the resolution decreases
accordingly with the increase of the gap between the
mask and the substrate. The modern projection
exposure systems include optical components so
perfected, that image transfer is not limited by
aberrations, but also by diffraction phenomena.
However, these are Fraunhofer diffraction
phenomena of long-distance type.
Local micro projection lithography processes
which enable configurating the photoresist at the
bottom surface of deep cavities, using microlenses
formed directly on the conventional masks, have
been carried out. Arrays of cylindrical plano-convex
microlenses with variable focal lengths, adapted to
the high topography of the substrate surfaces, have
been fabricated through photoresist melting and
reflow technique, thereby augmenting the proximity
lithography performance of these masks. A maximum
pattern width reduction of 64% for a 60 μm
rectangular pattern at the bottom of a 216 μm deep
trench has been achieved with a microlens with a
focal length of 267 μm [3].
By modifying the classic optical exposure systems
to work at shorter wavelengths and using quartz
masks instead of the glass ones, images of the order
of 0.5 µm can be reproduced in the resist film. The
industrial use of deep ultraviolet lithography (DUV) is
conditioned by the matching of the emission
spectrum of the exposure systems with the
absorption spectrum of the available resists. To
obtain vertical profiles in resist, this must absorb a
small fraction of the incident radiation, typically
below 20%. But too small absorption requires long
exposure times. For example, PMMA (poly methyl
methacrylate) exposed to the radiation of a Xe-Hg
lamp produces images with a steep profile if the
exposure time is about 10 minutes.
Optical lithography is currently the dominant
technique in microtechnology for mass production,
presenting clear advantages in terms of productivity,
the cost of equipment and materials used. That is why
it seems natural to continuously improve the optical
lithography processes, in parallel with the exposure
equipment, to use at maximum the resolution of
latter. Thus, for this purpose there are used the
following methods:
✓ the post-exposure thermal treatment, carried out
at a temperature of 5...10oC higher than the
drying temperature. It produces the diffusion of
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molecules exposed by the sensitizer from the
zone of maxima of interference towards the
zone of minima. Secondary, an increase in
contrast is obtained, combined with a reduction
in sensitivity.
✓ coloured photoresists, respectively, a neutral dye
(without photochemical sensitivity) is added to
increase the absorption of light in the
photoresist, in the case of highly reflective
substrates. The side effect is a decrease in
sensitivity.
✓ an anti-reflective layer, respectively a thin layer
applied on a reflective substrate before the
deposition of the photoresist. It must not
dissolve or mix with the photoresist, and it must
be able to be removed during the development
operation.
✓ a contrast enhancement layer, consisting of a
thin layer of special material applied over the
photoresist layer. During the exposure, in the
exposed areas, a rapid photochemical
discoloration of this layer occurs, it continues to
act as a contact mask with the photoresist
surface. After exposure, the additional layer is
removed with a special solvent, after which the
standard development is carried out.
✓ lithography with multilayer resists. To lead to a
high-resolution, vertical-walled profile, the
resist must be exposed uniformly throughout
the thickness of the layer. Therefore, the resist
layer should be as thin as possible (0.3 µm). At
the same time, however, the resist layer must be
thick enough to cover the existing relief on the
surface of the substrate. Once the steps on the
substrate are covered, the resist layer is not only
much thicker than the maximum resolution
claims, but it is also uneven. This contradiction
when implementing lithography techniques
with multilayer resists, which disconnects the
requirements imposed on the photoresist from
the point of view of image transfer, from those
imposed on the masking layer. A variant
involves covering the substrate with a thick
layer (2...4 times thicker than the maximum
height of the steps on the substrate surface),
planarizing, of PMMA sensitive in deep UV, over
which a thin layer of standard positive
photoresist is deposited, which absorbs strongly
in the deep UV. After the optical exposure and
development of this layer, the so-called portable
conformable mask (PCM) is obtained, which
serves as a mask for the exposure of the
planarizing layer. Another version uses an
inactinic polymer (polyimide) as a planarizing
layer, over which a resist layer is deposited,
which can be exposed optically, with an electron
beam or with X-rays, forming the PCM. After
development, it serves as a mask for reactive
plasma etching of the polyimide layer.
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✓ If the selectivity of the corrosion process is not
satisfactory, a third intermediate layer of SiO2
with a typical thickness of 1000 Å is inserted
between the two layers, deposited in plasma at
low temperature, which is wet chemically
etched after the PCM formation.
✓ inorganic resists. GeSe glass is an inorganic
compound that can function as a negative
photoresist. In its normal state, GeSe is easily
soluble in alkaline solutions, but when doped
with Ag it becomes insoluble. Ag can be
incorporated into the GeSe layer by
photodoping: light-induced migration. The
migration takes place almost entirely in the
direction of the incident radiation, resulting in
anisotropically transferred images with high
contrast. The Ag profile compensates the effects
of diffraction in the edges of the exposed
geometries, increasing the resolution of the
lithography. GeSe resists can also be used in
double-layer systems, in conjunction with a
polymer. The configurations defined by
photodoping in GeSe can be used as a mask for
corroding the polymer planar layer or as a
photolithographic mask for the PCM technique.
Resists of this type are compatible with wet and
dry etching techniques and have an exceptional
(200 Å) resolution.
✓ a new generation of photoresists with precise
molecular structure has been created: 10-mers
(peptoids/peptides-like synthetic molecules
with 10 repeat units) are created with different
compositions and sequences of amines to
optimize the pattern resolution of the
photoresist. These positive tone chemically
amplified photoresists are exposed with deep
ultraviolet (DUV) to create line patterns ranging
from 1-0.1 µm. Such small (0.4 and 0.3 µm) and
clear patterns are promising results for even
smaller feature sizes that are possible to print
with electron beam and extreme ultraviolet
exposures (EUV) [4].

2.2. Performance
Techniques

of

Lithographic

The reference element in establishing the
development directions of lithography (or the limit
indicator adopted for the processing of other types of
advanced integrated structures) is represented by
DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) memory
technology, Table 1. Optical lithography has
performed and will continue by perfecting the
equipment, resists, and technologies far beyond the
DRAM 64 MB (1995), DRAM 256 MB (1998) and 512
MB (2001) generations. Electron beam and X-rays
lithography gained widespread use starting with the
1 GB DRAM generation (2004).
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Year of production
Production generation
Degree of integration
Characteristic size of
DRAM memory, halfpitch (nm)

2001
512M

130

2004
2007
1G
4G
VLSI+ULSI
Memory
90

Table 1. Performances of DRAM lithography
2010
2013
2016
8G
32G
64G
GSI

65

45

32

22

Logic
Minimum size of the
gate length (nm)
Functions/chip
(millions of
transistors)
Frequency (MHz)
Dissipated Power (W)

65

37

25

18

13

9

276

553

1106

2212

4424

8848

1,684
130

3,990
160

6,739
190

11,511
218

19,348
251

28,751
288

Microtechnology and its extension, nanotechnology,
Fig. 4, are based on the miniaturization of electronic
systems (devices) and the increase in the density of
stored information. MOS transistor structure (MetalOxide-Semiconductor), considered as a reference
element of the progress in lithography, has evolved
from macroscopic dimensions (gate lengths of ~ 1
mm) to microscopic dimensions (gates of ~ 90 nm for
the commercial chips and ~ 10 nm for the laboratory
ones), under conditions where the distance of atoms
in a lattice is ~ 0.3 nm.
The main device of a microprocessor is the fieldeffect transistor, which acts as a switch. The voltage
applied to the gate electrode induces charges along
the channel, which then carries the current between
the source and the collector/drain, changing the
commutation. With small enough gates, these
transistors can switch billions of times/second. Chips
with gate lengths < 50 nm can be produced using
extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) [5], which
provides wavelengths smaller than the characteristic
size of the device.

Figure 4: Resolution of MOS based structures in
micro-and nanotechnology

The wavelength of the radiation is 13.5 nm. After
exposure to radiation, revealing the exposed areas
(zones) of the wafer relative to the unexposed ones is
done chemically, through a development operation.
EUVL is an optical lithography technology that
has many similarities with conventional optical
lithography. The optical imaging process follows
Rayleigh’s laws, and EUVL systems make use of
reduction optics, mask and wafer scanning, and
alignment and focusing architectures that are like
those found in current optical exposure tools [6]. It is
appreciated that EUVL can support patterning down
to the minimum size of 16 nm half-pitch using binary
masks and to the 11 nm half-pitch using more
advanced mask types. EUVL for resolution below 9
nm requires the numerical aperture of the projection
optics to be significantly larger than 0.45. It has been
analysed the optical solution for anamorphic highNA lithography [7].

3. Experimental Results
Two examples of the use of technologies with thin
layer structures met in MEMS applications, with
results obtained by the authors of this work, are
presented below:
1) a growing interest in the development of high
aspect ratio photoresists for microsystems
micromachining has resulted in a great number of
commercially available photoresist products. Such a
resist is the one named SU-8. A typical process-flow
and the authors’ experimental results are described;
2) micromachined silicon cantilever beams are
the most usual structure in the field of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). A simple
method to etch undoped silicon cantilever beams,
oriented in the <100> direction (at 45° compared to
the normal orientation) on (100) silicon wafers, is
presented. The process requires two levels of
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masking (a two-step etching process) to release the
cantilevers. The anisotropic etching is performed in
KOH solution. Silicon cantilevers with the same
background doping level as that of the starting wafer
and vertical edges are produced.

3.1. SU-8 Photoresist for MEMS
SU-8, a negative-tone, chemically amplified, nearUV resist, was first developed for the
microelectronics industry as a high-resolution
negative resist for advanced semiconductor
manufacturing. SU-8 is based on an epoxy resin with
eight epoxy groups in a typical molecule, hence the
“8” in SU-8. The photosensitivity of SU-8 is from 350
nm to 400 nm, and its transparency allows
structures with high aspect ratios to be fabricated
with near-vertical sidewalls.
Standard SU-8 formulations are offered to cover a
range of film thicknesses from less than 1 μm to
more than 200 μm.
The typical SU-8 process involves spin coating,
soft baking, exposure, and post expose baking (PEB)
followed by developing. The solubility of SU-8 in a
variety of organic solvents means that a substrate
can be coated with a relatively thick resist in a single
spinning on a conventional spin coater.
Besides its use as a photoresist suitable for
patterning of other layers, it is used as a structural
material in microfluidic devices, inkjet nozzles and
atomic force microscope (AFM) probe tips. SU-8 is,
also, used as an electroplating mold, a wafer bonding
material, and a packaging coating.
A key property that makes SU-8 so attractive for
ultra-thick resist applications is its low optical
absorption in the near-UV range. This leads to a
uniform exposure dose over the entire resist
thickness, which gives vertical sidewall profiles and
good dimensional control over the entire structure
height. SU-8 has absorption characteristics very
similar to the most common resist used in X-ray
lithography, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), but it
is much more sensitive and requires a much shorter
exposure time (up to 100 times shorter than PMMA).
SU-8 is used in both X-ray LIGA (Lithographie,
Galvanoformung,
Abformung
(German)
lithography, electroplating and molding) and UVLIGA applications [8]. The high-aspect ratio features
of SU-8 have been used to form electroplated metal
parts, micro molds for injection molding, masters for
hot
embossing,
and
molds
to
form
polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS)
structures
for
bioMEMS applications. Among the drawbacks of SU8, however, is that the highly cross-linked epoxy
remaining after development is difficult to remove.
The very accurate wall profiles and thick layers of
SU-8 also make it a suitable material for DRIE (Deep
Reactive Ion Etch) masks.
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A structure of two SU-8 2005 photoresist
superposed layers was obtained on a 3-inch
diameter silicon wafer. Each layer was deposited at a
thickness of 5 μm and the processing was made by
following the basic process-flow presented above.
The development was applied finally, after exposure
and PEB the second layer. For a 5 μm layer thickness,
the spin speed was established at 3000 rpm and the
exposure time was of 40 s. The structure consists of
rectangular pads jointed by a routing line for the first
layer, while the second layer contains two windows
opening over the pads from the first layer, Fig. 5.
Two SEM images of the obtained structure are given
in Figures 6 and 7. The thickness of the constitutive
layers was measured: the first layer has a thickness
of 4.20 μm and the second one, a thickness of 2.99
μm. The total thickness varies between 7.05 and 9.17
μm.

Figure 5: The obtained structure (patterned material),
according to the two masks

Figure 6: Structure obtained by depositing two SU-8
layers followed by a single developing stage
(top view SEM image)
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Figure 7: Cross-section of the obtained structure (SEM
image) and the measured thickness of the constitutive
layers

3.2. Technological Process
Cantilever Beams

for

MEMS

The process with two levels of masking and
etching in two steps is shown in Fig. 8.

A layer of silicon dioxide, SiO2, 0.5 μm thick is
grown on a (100) wafer. The wafer is spin-coated
with a layer of positive photoresist and patterned
using a standard photolithographic process. The
length direction of the beam is aligned with either the
<100> or the <010> direction of the (100) silicon
wafer (at 45° comparative with the normal
orientation). The silicon wafer has the same
background doping level throughout the volume.
Etching is performed on one side of the wafer only
and does not require front to back mask alignments.
Downward etching will take place in the unprotected
areas, where the {100} planes of silicon are exposed.
Lateral etching of silicon directly underneath the
silicon dioxide masking layer will also occur. The
lateral planes being etched are the {100} equivalent
planes. These planes are normal to the substrate. The
rate of downward etching is expected to be the same
as the rate of the lateral etching. This behaviour will
result in walls that are almost or completely vertical.
The following equations are necessary for
designing the masks.
Mask 1, necessary for defining the dimensions of
the final silicon beam (wb, tb and lb – beam width,
thickness, and length, respectively):

w1 = 2(wb + tb )

(1)

l1 = lb

(2)

where w1 and l1 are the width and the length of
the beam pattern on mask 1. During the first KOH
etching, the wafer will be etched downwards in the
unprotected areas for a depth of tb+(wb/2) μm. The
same amount will be etched away laterally
underneath the beam area, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
Mask 2, necessary to release the silicon cantilever
in the second KOH etching:

Figure 8: Obtaining the silicon cantilever beams with
two levels of masking (a two-step etching process): (a)
– wafer prior to the first etching in KOH (having the
silicon dioxide masking layer patterned with mask 1);
(b) – wafer at the end of the first etching in KOH; (c) –
wafer coated with a fresh layer of silicon dioxide, which
will be patterned with mask 2; (d) – wafer at the end of
the second etching in KOH and releasing the cantilever
beams

w2 = wb + 2d

(3)

l 2 = lb

(4)

where w2 and l2 are, respectively, the width and
the length of the beam pattern on mask 2; d – a
quantity smaller than wb, is the tolerance for mask
misregistration and misalignment.
Eqs. (1) and (3) represent the lowest limits of the
feature dimensions. They involve the shortest etching
time. From (3), the interspace between the back side
of the beam and the bottom surface of the wafer is
calculated to be d + wb. Larger interspaces can be
obtained with higher values of d.
Following the procedures from above, more
experiments, with normal orientation and inclining
the wafer at 45° relative to the mask, were
performed, as results from Figures 9a and 9b.
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(a)
Figure 10: SEM photo of a cantilever beam
micromachined at 40 μm depth

4. Progress Trends. Conclusions

(b)
Figure 9: SEM images of the cantilevers after
removing the passivation layer of silicon dioxide: (a)
with normal orientation; (b) inclined at 45°
The needle-shaped free ends are formed by the
much faster etching of planes of higher Miller indices
originating from the protruding corners (convex
corners) [9]. In the SEM image of Fig. 10, we can
observe these planes of higher Miller indices at the
free end of the vertical wall. Their etch rates are
found to be almost two times those of the {100}
planes. Consequently, a compensation for the length
contraction is needed when designing the masks set.
Compensation can be achieved with the following
relationships:

w

l1 = l2 = lb + 2 b + tb 
 2


(5)

where l1 and l2 are the length dimensions of the
beams on mask 1 and 2, respectively, and also:

tb + d + wb  t Si
where tSi is the thickness of the silicon wafer.
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(6)

Microtechnology, representing the solid state
technology / processing of semiconductor materials,
is characterized by "top-down" techniques. It has as
starting material the silicon wafer (= substrate) and
involves the alternation of several processes to
perform structures (components) with controlled
properties on the substrate: additive processes
(deposition of thin layers, doping / selective ion
implantation), subtractive processes (etching) and
patterning / configuring processes - (lithography),
which determine the progress in terms of
miniaturization.
The
upper
stage
of
minaturization,
nanotechnology is a new, frontier technology of the
21st century. It supposes the creation of structures
with nanometer dimensions using "bottom-up self
assembly" techniques, that is, it uses techniques for
manufacturing and measuring structures at the
atomic and molecular level. It is widely found in
biological systems, in such structures atomic forces
and chemical bonds being predominant.
The fundamental concept of nanotechnology
arises from the prediction that the precision
required for processing materials will reach the
extreme level of 1 nm as long as the distance of 0.3
nm between the atoms of a lattice represents the
resolution limit of the measurable length of solid
materials. Thus, ion beam milling allowed obtaining
very fine, monatomic tips, which together with a
certain detection phenomenon, charge density or
molecular forces, led to the appearance of new
generations of microscopes: the scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) and the atomic force microscope
(AFM). They can follow the contours of a surface
with atomic resolution in all 3 directions. In Fig. 11
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are presented two AFM images obtained using a
silicon calibration grid, with scanning areas: 10 x 10
μm (a) and 6.5 x 6.5 μm (b).

a)

b)
Figure 11: AFM images of a silicon calibration grid,
with different scanning areas
The trend of industrial structures towards ever
smaller dimensions, high density, fast transmission,
low energy cost and high production speed has
generated a growing demand for the miniaturization
of elementary materials. Nanomaterials containing
nanostructures best meet these requirements. In this
context, workable high-density architectures with
nanotubes and nanowires appeared [10].
Finally, the last stage of miniaturization,
controlled in terms of shape of the obtained
structures, is given by the manipulation,
modification, deposition or insertion of individual
molecules on the surface of a previously prepared
substrate. Interesting applications refer to the field
of molecular sensors and biomolecular electronic
devices [11].
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